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No. 82 / 2010
The Transformative Rituals of a Huachumero by R. Donald Skillman
The Outsider Woman: An Interview with a San Pedro Healer by Ross Heaven, PhD
Between Heaven and Earth: Mongolian Shamans Today by Donna Todd
The Way of Light: A Healing Journey with Ayahuasca by Rak Razam
A Stimulating Guide to Transpersonal Shamanisms (review of Shamanism for Beginners) by Timothy White

No. 81 / 2009
The Gift of Premonitions by Larry Dossey, MD
The Shamanic Heritage of a Korean Mudang by Cheryl Pallant
Ayahuasca as Healer of the Soul: An Interview with Silvia Polivoy by Matthew Callaway, PhD
An Ayahuasca Healing Retreat in Brazil by Jack Lieberman and Chloe Lieberman
Mongolian Healings for the Horse Boy by Rupert Isaacson

No. 80 / 2009
SPECIAL ISSUE ON AMAZONIAN SHAMANISM
When the Student Is Ready: Apprenticing with the Visionary Vine by Leo Panthera
Finding the Jaguar: Tracking the Spirit of Indigenous Healing by Vance Gellert, PhD
On Preserving the Diversity of the Ethnosphere by Wade Davis, PhD
Seekers of the Mystery on the Ayahuasca Trail by Rak Razam

No. 79 / 2009
SPECIAL ISSUE ON SHAMANIC USES OF SALVIA DIVINORUM
Martin Pinedo: The Condor of Huasao by Michael Verrilli, DO, and Rev. Deborah Karen Uller
Beautiful Painted Arrow’s Sun Moon Dance by Marsha Scarbrough
The Spirit of La Pastora by Kathleen Harrison
Salvia Divinorum A-Z: An Interview with Daniel Siebert by Martin Ball, PhD
Embracing the Sacred Spirit of Salvia Divinorum by Martin Ball, PhD
Working with Mazatec Psychoactive Plants by Bret Blosser

No. 78 / 2008
Bear Heart, Muskogee Creek Medicine Man by Doug Alderson
The Psychology of Shamanic Healing: An Interview with Stanley Krippner, PhD, by April Thompson
Enlightened by Hoasca: Enchanted Journeys with the Sacred Tea by Annelise Schinzinger
No Half Way on the Peyote Road by Tom Ireland

No. 77 / 2008
Awakening into Transcendent Dreaming by Christina Donnell, PhD
Walking with Grandfather Peyote and Other Sacred Plants by Steven Gray
Spirit Tripping with a Shipibo Shaman by Michael D. Martin, PhD
Ritual Approaches to Working with Ayahuasca by Luis Eduardo Luna, PhD
A Case of Ayahuasca Sorcery and Healing by Ralph Metzner, PhD
Therapeutic Treatments Using Ibogaine: An Interview with Rocky Caravelli by Roberta Louis

No. 76 / 2008
The Transformational Power of Ritual by Jeannie Beck
Reaching for Otherworlds: A Healing in Siberia by Jon Turk
The Journeys of Mallendi, a Bwiti Nganga by Agnes Paicheler
Holy Wood of the Ancestors: The Story of Iboga and Bwiti by Agnes Paicheler
Blindfolded in Order to See: Encounters with the Spirit of Iboga by Kristine Blair
No. 75 / 2007
The Sacred Songs of Plants by Stephen Harrod Buhner
Sacred Plant Teachings: The Wisdom of Four Indigenous Grandmothers by Carol Schaefer
The Mayan Folk Saint Maximón/San Simon by Jim Pieper
Recapitulating Siberian Shamanisms (feature review of Ronald Hutton’s Shamans) by Timothy White

No. 74 / 2007
Cultivating Shamanic Consciousness: The Entheogenic Wisdom of Martin W. Ball by Timothy White
Offerings for Pachamama: My Initiation into Q’ero Shamanism by J. E. Williams, OMD
An Anthropologist Explores Biomolecular Mysticism in the Peruvian Amazon by Jeremy Narby, PhD
One Foot in Each World: Fantasy Writing and Shamanic Journeys by Michael J. Haas

No. 73 / 2006
Reflections from a Cave at Tundo Poglo by Michael Tappan
The Evolution of a Pilot Drug Treatment Program Using Ayahuasca by Jacques Mabit, MD, with Claire Sieber
The House That Sings: The Therapeutic Use of Icaros at Takiwasi by Susana Bustos
The Role of Icaros, or Magical Chants, Among Peru’s Mestizo Shamans by Luis Eduardo Luna, PhD
Journeys into Shamanic Realities by Stanislav Graf, MD, PhD

No. 72 / 2006
Grandmother’s Wisdom: Following the Path of Dreams by Barbara Tedlock, PhD
Dream Visitation with the Dead by Robert Moss
Reflections of Rainforest Spirits by Demetri Dimas Efthyvoulos
Ayahuasca Teachings from the Heart of the World by Aubrey Garcia
Psychedelic Poisons Aren’t the Same as Shamanic Sacraments by Timothy White

No. 71 / 2006
Tribal Wisdom and the Shamanic Journey: Interview with Michael Harner
Miracles and Milagres: Healing Pilgrimages in Northeast Brazil by C. Lindsey King, PhD
Enqa and Enqaychu: The Living Cosmos of the Chillihuani Quechua by Inge Bolin, PhD
In Search of the Lord of the Snow Star, Qoyllur Rit’i by Vicente Revilla
Transformative Awakenings with Ayahuasca by Rachel Katz

No. 70 / 2005
TWENTIETH ANNIVERSARY RETROSPECTIVE ISSUE
The Transformative Spirit of Yajé by Jimmy Weiskopf
Ralph Metzner Speaks About Working with Sacred Plant Medicines: Interview by Timothy White
Shamanic Healing Practices of the Ulchi by Roberta Louis with Ian Van Ysslestyne
Pray for the Water, Pray for the Land: The Wisdom of Western Shoshone Elder Corbin Harney
Joao de Deus, the Miracle Man of Brazil by Josie RavenWing

No. 69 / 2005
The Wisdom of San Pedro Shaman Eduardo Calderón Palomino: Interview by Alex Palau
R. Alan Fuller’s Adventures Traveling with a Peruvian Shaman: Interview by Timothy White
The Visionary Art of José Benítez Sánchez by Peter T. Furst, PhD
Revisioning Siberian Shamanisms (A Critique of Shamans and Religions) by Timothy White
Blessed by a Santero’s Flowers and Herbs by Catherine M. Brown

No. 68 / 2005
The Shamanic Use of Sound in Tuva by Kira Van Deusen
Woman Wise in Words: The Inspired Language of María Sabina by Henry Munn
Voices of the Mushrooms: The Shamanic Experiences of a Huautla Merchant by Henry Munn
Psychotropical Shamanism in the Andes and Amazon of Ecuador by Lucas Carpenter
A Bushman Initiation: Awakening the Spirit through Ecstatic Dance by Bradford Keeney, PhD
No. 67 / 2004
Drinking Yajé in Colombia: An Interview with Jimmy Weiskopf by Timothy White
Apprenticing with Ayahuasca: An Interview with Constance Grauds by Timothy White
Timeless Awareness: Exploring the Mind's Precognitive Nature by Russell Targ
Think Globally, Act Nonlocally: The Efficacy of Intercessory Prayer by Larry Dossey, MD

No. 66 / 2004
Dance Halls of the Dead: A Journey through Dreams into Healing by Wanda Easter Burch
Spirit Worlds of the Inuit Angakoq by Harold Seidelman and James Turner
Enchanted Realms of a Zapotec Curandero by Timothy White
Questing with Psilocybes in Avalon by Simon G. Powell
Teonanácatl: Wondrous Mushrooms of the Americas by Ralph Metzner, PhD

No. 65 / 2003
After the Visions: Integrating Ayahuasca Experiences by Joan Parisi Wilcox, PhD
Flying Gourds and Blue Lights: Healing a Lost Soul at a Yuwipi by Lewis Mehl-Madrona, MD
Understanding Hanblecheyapi: An Interview with Daniel Denny, a Dakota Thunder Dreamer by Anne M. Czerwinski, PhD
Vision Questing: A Nature-Based Approach to Soul Encounter by Bill Plotkin, PhD
The Old Yajé Drinker's Visions by Miguel Angel Cabodevilla, translated by Nathan Horowitz

No. 64 / 2003
Singing and Praying with Guarani Shamans of the Rain Forest by Bradford Keeney, PhD
The Peyote Meeting for Fool Bull by Henry Niese
Making Rainbows in Tuva by Bill Pfeiffer
Ancient Visions on Stone: Petroglyphs and Pictographs of the Wind River and Bighorn Country by Julie E. Francis and Lawrence L. Loendorf
The Healing Power of Ancient Iroquoian Dreamways by Robert Moss

No. 63 / 2002
The Healing Power of Sound and Visualization by Mitchell L. Gaynor, MD
On Becoming a Diné Medicine Woman by Walking Thunder, edited by Bradford Keeney, PhD
Crying for a Vision in Glenelg, Maryland by Henry Niese
An Overview of Asklepiean Dream Incubations Approached from a Shamanic Perspective by Timothy White
Edward Tick, PhD, on Reviving Asklepiean Dream Healing Practices: Interview by Timothy White

No. 62 / Summer 2002
Dancing in Healing Waters: The Transformative Practice of WaterJourneys by Sara "Sulis" Firman-Pitt
Translating Peruvian Healing Practices into Counseling Techniques by Marlene Dobkin de Rios, PhD
Drawing out the Demon: One Woman’s Journey Befriending the Unconscious by Sherana Harriette Frances
What Can We Learn from the History of Hallucinogen Research? by Charles S. Grob, MD
In Quest of Endogenous Doorways to Spirit (feature review of DMT: The Spirit Molecule) by Timothy White

No. 61 / Spring 2002
Called to be Dreamers: Initiatary & Lucid Dreams by Stanley Krippner, Fariba Bogzaran, and André Percia de Carvalho
Andrew Weil, MD, on Natural Healing and Integrative Medicine: Interview by Bonnie Horrigan
In the Land of the Horned Gods: Shamanistic Motifs in the Rock Art of Utah by Dennis Slifer
An American in Tuva: The Education of a Reluctant Shaman by Robert Amacker

No. 60 / Fall 2001
Disinherited: The Plight of Brazil’s Native Peoples by Fiona Watson, Stephen Curry, and Caroline Pearce
The Spirit Doctors of Ayahuasca by Constance Grauds, RPh
Transfigurations: The Mystic Art of Alex Grey by Stephen Larsen
Psychedelics and Consciousness: Conversations with Terence McKenna by Charles Hayes
Renewing Ta Hiera, the Holy Mystery Rites of Eleusis by Rosemary Taylor-Perry
No. 59 / Summer 2001
Dream Changing with Shuar Sacred Plants by John Perkins with Shakai Ijisam Chumpi
Ayahuasca Reverie by John Brandi
Portals to the Spirit World: Connecting to the Chi of Creation by Tom Bender
Walking the Red Road: Learning to Caretake the Gifts of Spirit by Michael Hull

No. 58 / Spring 2001
Reclaiming Our Ancestral Bones: Revitalizing Shamanic Practices in the New Millennium by Frank Henderson McEowen
Stonehenge and Sacred Ms: The Inspiration Behind the Circles of Stone by Matthew Callaway
Joa de Deus, the Miracle Man of Brazil by Josie RavenWing
A Lakota Yuwipi Healing by Marco Ridoni with Laura Gaccione
Dancing in the Room of Rainbows: My Path into the Sun Dance Lodge by Scott Frazier, as told to Tony Shiver

No. 57 / Fall-Winter 2000
Andean Shamanism through Wiccan Eyes by Michele Fontaine
A Psychotherapist’s View of Shamanic Journey Practices by Kenneth M. Waldman, PhD
Dancing with the Condor and Eagle: An Interview with Bolivian Ceremonialist Miguel Ka by Timothy White
Honoring Wakan Chanunpa: Called to Be a Greengrass Pipe Dancer by Lionel Little Eagle

No. 56 / Summer 2000
SPECIAL ISSUE ON SHAMANIC ARTS
Caches of Power: The Shamanic Origins of California Rock Art by David S. Whitley, PhD
The Owl Called My Name: The Visionary Art of Susan Seddon Boulet by Michael Babcock
The Transformational Art of Tibetan Thangka Paintings by David Sokol
Meetings with Native Spiritual Elders Along the Return Path by John Kimmey

No. 55 / Spring 2000
SPECIAL ISSUE ON AYAHUASCA HEALING
The Man Chinni Exorcism Rite of Tamang Shamans by Larry G. Peters, PhD
The Healing Gifts of Marcelina Marcel, a Zapotec Curandera by Tom DeMott
Making Friends with Cancer and Ayahuasca by Donald M. Topping, PhD
In Search of Amazonian Plant Masters and the Healing Spirit of Ayahuasca by Mark J. Plotkin, PhD
Red Magic: An Introduction to Ayahuasca Healing by Peter Gorman

No. 54 / Winter 2000
Tales of a Zapotec Healer by Alice Gordon
The Shaman of Dorokha Conquers the Bokshies by Ellen Winner and Mohan Rai
Master of the Drum: A Buryat Shaman’s Chant translated by Sayan Zhambalov, Virlana Tkacz, and Wanda Phipps
Plant Diets in the Training of a Peruvian Healer by Don Agustin Rivas Vasquez, as told to Jaya Bear
The Healing Path of a Lakota Medicine Man by Pete S. Catches, Sr., edited by Peter V. Catches
Magical Potions: Entheogenic Themes in Scandinavian Mythology by Steven Leto

No. 53 / Fall 1999
Ayahuasca and the Greening of Human Consciousness by Ralph Metzner, PhD
Songs of Creation, Songs of Death: Growing Wise in Ngarinyin Culture by Hannah Rachel Bell
Educating Whitefellas in the Ngarinyin Laws of Relationship by Hannah Rachel Bell
Doñia Toñia, a Mexican-Yaqui Curandera by James E. Williams
Shamanic Healing Practices of the Ulchi by Roberta Louis with Jan Van Ysslestyne
Maeve, Irish Goddess of Ecstatic Initiation by Sylvia Brinton Perera

No. 52 / Summer 1999
Spirit of the Redwoods: An Interview with Julia “Butterfly” Hill by Sara Marand
Journey to Waqraoqha: Daughter of the Sea, Eye of the Andes by Inge Bolin, PhD
The Day the Deities Return: The Janai Purnima Pilgrimage of Tamang Shamans by Larry G. Peters, PhD
San Pedro, Cactus of the Four Winds by Wade Davis, PhD
The Healing Power of Prayer: Meetings with Scott Frazier by Tony Shiver
No. 44 / March-May 1997
Building Bridges Beneath the Sacred Tree by Louis Two Ravens Irwin with Robert Liebert
Lessons in Coyote Medicine by Lewis Mehl-Madrona, MD
A Promise to the Goddess Kali by Larry G. Peters, PhD
Ayahuasca Shamanism: An Interview with Don Agustin Rivas-Vasquez by Jaya Bear
Speckled Snake, Brother of Birch: Amanita Muscaria Motifs in Celtic Literature by Erynn Rowan Laurie & Timothy White

No. 43 / Fall 1996
Learning to Trust the Spirits by Woody Kipp
Pentecostal Elements in Wasson’s Accounts of the Mazatec Mushroom Velada by Thomas J. Riedlinger
Handling Hungry Spirits: Shamanic Healing Rituals of the Emberá by Arturo G. Munoz
The Healing Path of the Lakota Sun Dance by Steven H. Wong
The Healing Hands of an Iñupiat Elder by Edith Turner

No. 42 / Summer 1996
The Spirit Takes Care of Us: The Traditional Wisdom of Vi Hilbert, Upper Skagit Elder edited by Jane Katz
The Journey Home: Reclaiming Our Celtic Roots by Loren Cruden
Agayuliyararput: The Yup’ik Way of Making Prayer by Ann Fienup-Riordan
Today We Sing! Healing Rituals of the !Xuu and Khwe Bushmen by Thomas Riccio
Teachings of the Ancestors: The Early Training of an Osage Medicine Man by Louie McAlpine

No. 41 / Spring 1996
In the Footsteps of My Teachers by Bear Heart with Molly Larkin
The Crossing of the Souls, Huichol Perceptions of Peyote by Stacy B. Schaefer, PhD
In Search of Mukhomor, the Mushroom of Immortality by Emanuel Salzman, Jason Salzman, Joanne Salzman, and Gary Lincoff
Journeys into the Light: Near-Death Experience as Ecstatic Initiation by J. Timothy Green, PhD

No. 40 / Winter 1996
Thoughts on Contemporary Vision Questing Practices by Loren Cruden
The Quest for Spirit Powers on the Northwest Coast by Allen Wardwell
Journey to Q’ollorit’i: Initiation into Andean Mysticism by Joan Parisi Wilcox and Elizabeth B. Jenkins
The Nechung State Oracle in Dharamsala by Nanci Hoetzlein Rose, photographs by Bill Warre
Back from the Edge of Chaos: A Psychotherapeutic Use of the Lakota Yuwipi by William S. Lyon

No. 39 / Fall 1995
To Move a Mountain: The Traditional Teachings of Florence Jones by Marco Mascarin
Flora Jones, Shaman of the Wintu by Peter M. Knudtson
From Agony to Ecstasy: The Transformative Spirit of Yajé by Jimmy Weiskopf with paintings by Alexandre Segrégio
Papa Nlandu’s Rites of Protection: Meetings with a Nganga Nkisi in Zaire by Jay A. Drosin

No. 38 / Summer 1995
Holy Women Who are Ancestors by Mark St. Pieere and Tilda Long Soldier
Pray for the Water, Pray for the Land: An Interview with Western Shoshone Elder Corbin Harney by Timothy White
The Way It Is at Rock Creek Canyon by Corbin Harney
Opening the Word-Gate: The Innovative Style of a Korean Shaman by Nam-Chu Kang and Edward R. Canda
Ugly Things Attack Me in My Sleep: Encounters with Transpersonal Powers in Shamanic Healing by LaWanna Durbin

No. 37 / Winter 1995
Memories of Mad Bear, Tuscarora Medicine Man by Doug Boyd
The Necklace Story by Johnny Moses
Healing the Shaman of the Black Madonna Within by Tataya Mato
The Balinese Healing Practices of Mangku Pohoh by Robin Lim, with photographs by Patsy McParlane & Laura Lesak
A Shamanic Approach to Surviving Cancer: An Interview with Glenn-Eric Bean by Burrill Crohn
On the Trail of Traditional Maya Medicine: An Interview with Rosita Arvigo by Kiah Bósy
Don Elijio Panti Subdues an Evil Spirit by Rosita Arvigo with Nadine Epstein
No. 36 / Fall 1994
When Words Had Power: Stories from the Inuit Past by Tom Asisksic, recorded by Lew Tobin
Sacred Plant Medicines by Stephen Buhner
Awakening the Gods: The Jägar of the Kumaon Himalayas by R. Lightbulb Winders
From the Heart of the Andes: An Interview with Q’ero Shaman Americo Yabar by Hal Zina Bennett, with photographs by Elaine Nichols
In the Presence of the Mystery: Visionary Traditions of the Great Plains by Lee Irwin

No. 34 / Spring 1994
An Active Dreaming Approach to Death, Dying, and Healing Dreams by Robert Moss
The Wisdom of Native American Elders by Sandy Johnson, with photographs by Dan Budnik
The Living Masks of Bali by Judy Slattum
Ecstasy in Ecuador: Experiences with Curanderos and Plant Teachers by Lizbeth Rymland
Three Inuit Stories from Canada’s Far North by Franz Boas

No. 33 Fall/Winter 1993
Gripped by the Drum: The Korean Tradition of Nongak by Edward R. Canda, PhD
On the Straight Path: Meetings with Traditional Healers in Fiji by Richard Katz
The Spirited Masks of Robert Davidson by Aldona Jonaitis
In the Land of Eagles: Experiences on the Shamanic Path in Tuva by Larry Peters, PhD
Speaking with Dios: A Costumbre in Highland Guatemala by Robert C. Betts and David Libbey
The Wisdom of Ancient Healers by Richard Katz

Shipping Rates as of September 2018

Within United States
(via USPS First Class / Priority Mail):
1 issue: $2.00
2 issues: $4.00
3-5 issues: $6.00
6-24 issues: $12.00
25 or more: free shipping

International Shipping: Contact us.
We charge actual USPS postage rates for international orders.